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We are not the only ones who are forging ahead with an
exciting new concept involving the use of the internet. The
BBC in conjunction with the National Gallery have set up the
first – only online- major art show exhibiting 100 ‘weather’
paintings taken from 50 UK galleries and museums. The
exhibition, which has the title‘Painting The Weather’ can be
found at www.bbc.co.uk/paintingtheweather and if you visit
this wonderful site you will be able to marvel at the works of
many artists who have used the weather as a symbol in the
expression of their art.
Following this theme, ‘the weather’ just happens to be central
to this month’s Freewheelin’ cover. And as we are in the midst
of an English summer, we have to be talking stormy weather.
The framed backdrop is a painting taken from the aforesaid
‘net exhibition and is by that great painter of English
weather J.M.W. Turner (1775- 1851).
In the foreground, the
pvc weather-proofs are modelled by Bob and Sara which is quite
apt because a (wicked?) messenger sent him to her in a
tropical storm in the first place. The distance between them
on such a wet day suggests that he may have already looked
elsewhere for some shelter from the storm.
Bob’s eyes and the eye of the storm are dark and parallel and
to this day I am truly not sure if it was Turner’s lashing
rain or Dylan’s blinding tears that soaked my page and caused
my letters to run. Now, that’s real interaction for you!
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When the lumberjacks come, watch out! They make up Dylan’s eternal triangle together
with life and death. The outcome is predictable and savage. Whatever you do in your life
think carefully before you do it and avoid the chainsaw of destruction. Tom Verlaine said
that he understood all destructive urges – I believe that we all do. Some of us control them
better than others. That chainsaw can be real or virtual, physical or mental. Either way it is
equally destructive. Please walk with tranquillity and dignity. If this is possible for any of
us.
Live long and prosper.

A Fistful of Tapes
Each Year is Colour Coded as follows:

2002
This time around we are pleased to say that we can (virtually) finish off the European tour.
Only finding the time to listen to recordings prevents a full report. But generally there are
some pretty good shows amongst them. A lot of energy, variety and not a little risk-taking.
These days the shows are usually at worst OK(and there are a fair few of those) and
occasionally brilliant. They are never less than professional – how could they be with such a
fine band, made even better with the addition of Jim Keltner.
And without further ado, let’s roll with it.
Stockholm

5th April

Great start to the tour with an unexpected and fine set list. Watch out for Man of Constant
Sorrow done in a choppy electric arrangement. Does not quite work as it comes across as a
bit stilted. There is a cautious welcome for the return of Solid Rock done in a very heavy
style which tends to overpower the vocal. Dylan can’t deliver demanding vocals these days
and it shows on this one. Whereas Tweedle Dee benefits from a fresh, very light
arrangement, a similar approach to Make You Feel My Love is less successful leaving an
impression of too much guitar noodling.
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Oslo

7th April

There are a number of highlights in this show. Desolation Row is vibrant and gloriously
lovely, Hattie Carroll is refreshing and Visions is simply excellent. These days it is rare to
hear Thin Man but here we have it in a pretty good arrangement. Man Of Constant Sorrow
moves down the batting order to song 16 but it remains lumpen. A good show.
Copenhagen

8th April

Early on this show is characterised by two songs which represent opposite extremes of the
current Dylan touring experience. The second song is Times which these days always
sounds like it has had all of the life drained out of it, something way past it’s sell-by date. It
is usually done in a dreary slow arrangement which drags on forever. This is followed by a
song of not dissimilar vintage, It’s Alright Ma which, by contrast, is potent, menacing,
desperate and exhilarating. This is how both of these songs are these days – every time.
Solid Rock is still rough vocally but the crowd really go for a great Masters Of War. Sad to
see the set spoiled by the return of Not Fade Away in a routine, insipid performance.
Hamburg

9th April

Continuing to spring the surprises, Dylan gives us Subterranean Homesick Blues at
breakneck speed. The wordage overstretches him a little but he gets through it. This is the
standout entry (it’s being there, rather than the performance) in a largely ordinary show. It is
fair to say that the alternating pair of Drifter’s Escape (this show) and The Wicked
Messenger are now turgid, rock star workouts and it is time for a change. Tonight the vocal
on If Dogs Run Free is poor and has the recent affectation of Dylan emphasising the last
word of a line by singing it higher than the preceding notes.

Berlin

11th April

This is a pretty good show. Even Times has a nice harp solo at the start. Generally most of
this show is worth a careful listen but ignore the lengthy instrumental coda on Rolling Stone.
Leipzig

12th April

One Too Many Mornings is the first highlight but it really does go on far too long – nearly
eight minutes. Solid Rock is now several shows in but still sounds very raggy vocally. Next
up is Can’t Wait in a most effective new slow arrangement. Also present is Maggie’s Farm
in the most recent laid back arrangement and Dylan even tries to ad-lib his way through the
closing passage “Her sister and her father and her cousin too etc” Now let’s leave that to Van
Morrison! Fourth Time Around suffers from a strangely out-of-sync vocal but all is
redeemed with a most welcome Not Dark Yet.
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Hannover

13th April

The first 16 minutes are missing on our version of this recording but it’s not critical as this is
a decent but uninspired concert. Certainly It Ain’t Me, Babe is worthwhile and this time
around If Dogs Run Free is pretty good as is Watchtower.
Frankfurt

15th April

Definitely a few more highs in this show. Nice harp solo to introduce My Back Pages and
for once a smooth and understated Mobile. Even Solid Rock is less raucous and more
controlled than previously. Listen out for Shelter From The Storm which is ever so laid
back and at last Man of Constant Sorrow is beginning to click.
Stuttgart

16th April

Strange show this one. There are a number of strong performances (Hard Rain, Summer
Days particularly) but Dylan’s vocal idiosyncrasies are at their worst on others. Most notably
Every Grain Of Sand sounds like another tune altogether and Tomorrow Is A Long Time
is clumsy. Simple Twist suffers the same fate (geddit!). Nice to see Man Of Constant
Sorrow bedding in even further and really working now.
Munich

17th April

Another mixed bag. Both Baby Blue and Mobile go on for too long, In The Garden is
ponderous and Cat’s In The Well overstays its welcome. However, Visions is first class and
Things Have Changed is pretty tasty.
Ravenna

19th April

This is a good-sounding record of the show. This time around it is Forever Young which
gets the extended treatment but it’s pretty good so that helps. Unfortunately Dylan meanders
through a shambolic I Threw It All Away but redeems himself with an atmospheric
Tomorrow Is A Long Time.
Zurich

21st April

There are a few more highlights tonight the first of which is a super One Too Many
Mornings replete with an excellent harp intro. Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here With You is
very laid back and spacey and it works. Subterranean Homesick Blues is top-notch tonight
and Summer Days really jumps even if it is over 8 minutes long. Pity that Not Dark Yet
seems to plod along
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Innsbruck

23rd April

Nice to hear an acoustic Senor as second song up closely followed by a very nice Sweet
Marie and a sublime Sugar Baby (unusually at song seven). I Believe In You is really
welcome and is done extremely well too. The weird chopped vocal on My Back Pages
completely spoils the song.
Nuremburg

24th April

A good show worth tracking down. A rare appearance for I’ll Remember You, acoustic no
less is only adequate but then he nails It’s Alright Ma before treating us to the new slow
Can’t Wait and a pretty good SHB. Best of all is Standing In The Doorway.
Strasbourg

25th April

The audience is a bit too noisy on this recording which mars the listener’s pleasure. Both I
Don’t Believe You and Cry Awhile are excellent, the latter being nice and sleazy. However,
another of our favourites, Shooting Star, is so dull it barely lifts itself and LARS is just
insipid.
Brussels

28th April

Another up and down show. I suppose that we might have expected Masterpiece with its
reference to Brussels and here it is and the show is none-the-worse for this unusual acoustic
reading. Unusually It’s Alright Ma is a bit ragged vocally with Dylan playing to the
audience just a bit too much. Nice to hear If You See Her which is taken at quite a lick and
features lyric changes but is just OK really. The two standout performances are Visions and
Masters, the latter being strong and strident.
Paris

30th April

The second of two Paris shows (the first is on the to-be-played pile) and it’s a good’un. An
acoustic I Want You sets the mood up nicely even though you long for the electric guitar
filigrees, and the best performance of the night comes two songs later with a beautifully
understated It Ain’t Me, Babe even though it’s way too long at nine and a half minutes.
Simple Twist is incredibly laid back. The rest is not far short.
Brighton

3rd May

The first UK show of the year sees our man in rollicking form. This slightly faulty recording
detrcts somewhat but look out for a blistering SHB, the claustrophobic hush of Sugar Baby
and the now fully functioning Man Of Constant Sorrow.
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Cardiff

6th May

Two shows on and it’s an OK show only. This is one of the dreariest version of Times. In
contrast It’s Alright Ma is positively vibrant before Baby Blue returns us to plod mode. The
confident swagger of Lonesome Day Blues is soon followed by another flat performance in
Mobile.
Newcastle

8th May

Our “local” concert and, like many others, a curate’s egg. Sound at the venue was very poor
for the early numbers but it’s not that bad on disc! Great to hear Song To Woody and lovely
guitar work from Campbell on Mr. Tambourine Man. A raunchy Cry Awhile balances out
a deeply brooding Standing In The Doorway. If Dogs Run Free is really up there in this
jazzy version but Leopard-Skin is simply boring – this song needs an extended sabbatical.
Manchester

9th May

Wow! Maggie’s Farm as an acoustic opener and in yet another arrangement. Faster than
usual, almost bluegrass. This great show features rousing shots at I Don’t Believe You,
Lonesome Day Blues, Masters of War, Visions and Blind Willie McTell, all of these at the
very heart of the show.
Birmingham

10th May

Things kick off with Maggie’s Farm once more quickly followed by a decent version of
You’re A Big Girl, Now. Tom Thumb’s Blues features a lazy, laid back vocal which is
quite gripping somehow. A number of uninspiring cuts litter the show the highlight of which
is Sugar Baby.

London

11th May

It’s Alright Ma is taut and tight, Baby Blue is plaintive with that lovely steel guitar sound,
Solid Rock is now pretty good and drives along. Blind Willie McTell is a killer even if it is
more spoken than sung and Cold Irons Bound is brilliant, dark and gritty. Even LARS
scales the heights tonight.

That’s it for now. Just a few stray shows to be listened to and reported upon and Europe is
over. On to the States.
Restless Farewell for now.
Mike and John
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JUNE 2002
You want Love And Theft reviews? I got Love And Theft reviews. So let’s crack on then.
Steffan Radlmaier, writing in Germany’s Nurnberger Nachrichten, reckoned that, unlike
Time Out Of Mind, “Love And Theft doesn’t have the effect of a mellow late work but of a
timeless, fresh classic.”. whilst Suddeutsche Zeitung’s Karl Bruckmaier insisted that it
featured “hard rock and demimonde tearjerkers. Performed with the voice of a bad wolf who
gargles with paving stones.” Fair enough, I’ll have some of whatever he’s been having.
Die Welt’s Michael Pilz merely concluded that “It is not his best, but one of the cleverest
and most friendly” and Charles P Schum, writing in Switzerlands Neue Luzerner Zeitung,
found it “interesting, exciting and… wonderful.” But predicted that “it will not go down as a
milestone in pop history. In Switzerland’s Basler Zeitung, Martin Schafer was pleased to
discover that Dylan has finally become the songs and dance man he always wanted to be and
Alfred Wuger, in Schaffhauser Nachrichten, was equally pleased to discover that he could
dance to it but was somewhat unsure as to whether the album actively encouraged a good old
singalong. Best not to, Alfred.
Meanwhile, over in America, the Cleveland Scene’s Carlo Wolff was enthusiastic enough,
but is Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee really “ a driven, fascinating variant on Blood On the
Tracks’ Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts”? Kevin B.O’Reilly, reviewing in the
Columbia Chronicle, was relieved to announce that “Love And Theft is not a
disappointment, but in some ways marks an improvement over the ethereal Time Out Of
Mind.”
In the wake of September 11th, The Straits Times’ Paul Zach not only titled his review
“Love plus Ground Zero” but wondered whether it was a mere coincidence that Dylan
rewrote the line,”Rain pouring down” in Sheryl Crow’s version of Mississippi to read “pain
pouring down.”; “…history’s greatest men and women from Dante and Da Vinci to Einstein
and Kubrick have always seemed to have a direct line to some other plane of existence.”
Salon.com’s Ellen Willis also tried to relate the album to post September 11th America in a
meandering lengthy review and found herself ultimately resisting it, just as she did with
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Time Out Of Mind, because it lacks the irony of his earlier work, even though “it’s seductive
stuff, at moments as compelling as anything Dylan has ever done.”
In the Cleveland Free Times, Peggy Latkovich claimed that it was “not the worst of Dylan,
nor is it the best … the best of these tracks have a laser like focus, a leanness of text and
music.. The worst have the queasy blurriness of a hangover.” The Edmonton Sun’s Mike
Ross found that he couldn’t get enough of Summer Days and that he was like “ a three-year
old on a sugar high who’s discovered the Barnet Song for the first time.” Similarly, the
Seattle Times’ Patrick MacDonald sat down to decipher the lyrics when he first played it
but, as soon as the opening number kicked in, “felt more like dancing than taking notes”,
even though, of course, every self-respecting Dylan fan (a) takes notes even when he’s
having a crap and (b) cannot dance.
Dylan author Tim Riley, reviewing for publicbroadcast.net, admits that Love And Theft
comes out of a big aesthetic nowhere.” And concludes that “It’s too little too late, and in no
way makes up for all those flaccid records or betraying Sinead. But somehow it’s enough.” U
was o-kay until I got to the “betraying Sinead” bit then I discovered just how difficult it
actually is to laugh and throw up at the same time. The New York Daily News’ Jim Farber
had nothing to say about the mouthy Irish slaphead but much about Love And Theft, not least
Dylan’s voice ; “Vocally, Dylan never sounded more wonderfully wrecked…both sonically
and lyrically, the clouds have cleared… “I’ll die before I turn senile,” he growls towards the
album’s end. With evidence like this, who would doubt him?”
A brief review by Dale McGarrigle in the Bangor Daily News concluded that “Even if
he’s no longer the spokesman for a generation, Love And Theft shows he still has plenty to
offer as a musician and a songwriter.” In the Louisville Cardinal, Jacob Lee thought it was
“easily Bob Dylan’s best work in years … superior to anything he’s done since the mid-70’s”
and The Phantom Tollboth’s Steve Stockman gleefully announced; “It’s official – Bob
Dylan can make two good records in arrow!” Steve Dollar of the Atlanta JournalConstitution warns against assuming that the album is merely an exercise in nostalgia;”…If
he’s living in the past, rarely has he sounded as engaged in the moment” whilst the Daily
Pennsylvanian’s Will Ulrich declares it “a light – hearted and enjoyable work that, at the
same time, mines the history of American Blues and rock and roll.”
One of the best reviews – Greg Kot in the Chicago Tribune – succinctly sums up Dylan’s
(and Love And Theft’s) position in 2001; “It’s a worthy bookend for Time Out Of Mind,
together they add up to the best back-to-back Dylan discs since Highway 61 Revisited and
Blonde On Blonde reshaped rock 35 years ago. Dylan no longer commands the culture as he
did then, when everyone from the Beatles to the Rolling Stones had to follow his lead or risk
eating his dust. Now as the dust clears, the culture no longer revolves around his every
album, which has reinvigorated Dylan’s muse. Unencumbered by commercial pressures or
expectations, he is free to do anything he wants, and the possibilities once again seem
limitless.” Tom Moon, in the Philadelphia Enquirer, awarded it four stars:”… There aren’t
many happily-ever-afters to be found in these tales, where doing the right thing can bring
disaster, and devotion is rewarded with humiliation. Yet no matter how dire his people’s
rambles, Dylan refuses to let them give up and brood. Where Time Out Of Mind was a series
of meditations steeped in shadowy twilight, Love And Theft finds Dylan lunging for the gut.”
Another nice review appeared in the Berkshire Eagle, courtesy of Seth Rogovy; “…Love
And Theft is fresh-sounding, upbeat and electric in every sense of the word. Dionysian and
Apollonian, and quintessentially American.” Gadfly’s Peter Stone Brown found on the album
“not one misplaced note, not one sloppy arrangement” and signs off his review with; “That
Bob Dylan could pull this album out of his bag of tricks at this time is no small achievement.
Yes, the Bob Dylan of another time and place could not possibly have made this album. He
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had to get where he is now to do it. As a good friend of mine said after hearing it, “it’s like he
woke up and remembered who he is.”
The wonderfully named Isaih Trost, reviewing in Guitar World Acoustic, found all of
Dylan’s influences – blues, country, jazz, rockabilly, Tin Pan Alley, not to mention his own
work circa 1965 – evident on the album, though “it is not stiff, mannered or overly reverent –
or any of the other things that make most tribute albums so forgettable. For one thing, these
aren’t cover versions of old classics, but Dylan songs featuring his liveliest writing in years.”
In the Village Voice, Greg Tate tied the album up with Miles Davis, post-September 11th
America and the apocalypse in a labyrinth of a review:”..it is in Sugar Baby, the album’s
swan song, a final address to a tearful, fearful nation, that this record’s kinder, gentler,
crustier, creakier Dylan quietly dons his gold lame glittersuit one last time and goes for the
jugular with run-down , melancholic glee…Whether he’s speaking as Dylan the martyred
lover or as some kind of Jesus, the message appears abundantly clear; These may be the last
days, but not even Armageddon is going to save us from growing up, and our learning curve
remains steep.”
In Australia’s The Age, Warwick McFayden again compared it with Dylan’s mid-70’s
work and even with his mid-60’s classics; “…One thing that isn’t in doubt now is that we are
seeing in Bob Dylan a renaissance. He has embraced a line he recorded more than 30 years
ago; “He not busy being born is busy dying”. This is the proof.”
Just a couple more reviews to look at this month before we move on to a few other things.
UK’s Q magazine amazingly awarded it four stars (while glowing reviews from Mojo and
Uncut were pretty much a dead cert, I had anticipated Q as being the wild card in the pack.)
John Harris not only wisely considered Sugar Baby to be Idiot Wind Revisited 27 years later
but proclaimed that “ Bob Dylan has followed an excellent album with a very good one. And
that hasn’t happened since 1976.” In Ireland’s Hot Press, Liam Mackey also placed it in the
Very good category, singling out Mississippi, High Water and Sugar baby as three of Dylan’s
very best songs;”…Bob Dylan has painted more than his fair share of masterpieces; I don’t
believe Love And Theft is another one but it does add a couple of great songs to the canon,
and for it’s sheer exuberance, good humour and companionability, may yet come to be
among the most fondly regarded of all his albums.”
A few weeks later and Bob was back on the road for his most anticipated tour in years. The
Spokane Spokesman’s Jim Kershner reported that Dylan had booked the Spokane Arena for
a full week, in order to rehearse his show in total seclusion. The Arena had been picked
because it was available for the entire week and it was affordable. The Tour kicked off at the
Arena and the Spokane Spokesman’s Heather Lalley was there to assess the new show. She
was especially impressed by the debut of some of the Love And Theft numbers, particularly
a chugging Tweedle Dum And Tweedle Dee. His voice also passed muster;”…In recent
years, as it has become even more necessary, Dylan has found a way to make the most out of
his tired, scratchy, at times nasally and incoherent vocal delivery. Whatever he did, it worked
Friday night.”
Chris Nelson was there at Seattles Key Arena to turn in his review for the Seattle Daily
News and he was not disappointed, especially placing the older “protest” material into a new
context in the wake of September 11th. However “even in the face of these associations,
Dylan’s aesthetic victory Saturday was a contemporary one based on his new ,material and
skills as a performer in 2001.” Reviewing the same show for the Seattle Times, Patrick
MacDonald was equally impressed; “…Maybe because it was only the second show in the
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tour, Dylan sounded even better than he does on the album, his voice clearer and not so raspy.
He and the ace band seemed energized and looked as if they were enjoying themselves.”
The third Seattle review appeared in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer by Bill White. He
again couldn’t help but associate current global events with old songs but was equally
impressed with the new material;”..In the past, it has taken months for new songs to be
successfully worked into the repertoire. Saturday was the second show of this tour, and the
Love And Theft material was already well-seasoned. Dylan even met the melodic challenges
of Moonlight, a love ballad in the Johnny Mercer tradition, with vocal acumen.”
After the reviews, Nicole Brodeur devoted her column in the Seattle Times to how Dylan’s
old songs were frighteningly relevant once again; “…on the eve of Sunday’s retaliatory
attacks on Afghanistan, it was both comforting and chilling to see a grizzled Dylan singing
his same bellwether, anti-war ballads to a world that hasn’t learnt a damn thing in the 40
years since they were written. Only how to knock down trees, dismantle traditions, and build
suburbs and stock portfolios. He sang Masters Of War from an album that came out when I
was 2 years old.. I am 40 now, and the words still ring true, still fit like a seat belt you wear
but hope you’ll never use. Times are tense all over again… More and more, we are feeling
like a country exposed. What was sure and secure can no longer be so. Except maybe for the
sound of Dylan – gravely, angry, disappointed and still so perfect for the times…”And it’s a
hard rain’s a-gonna fall.” Rain. That would be good. That would be normal. That we could
count on to make this feel like home again,” A good article and a timely reminder of just how
much things have changed since September. Would that it were not necessary to have to
write it or read it.
Finally, and rounding up the Sept/Oct 2001 press for this month, there was a four star
review of Timeless: A Tribute To Hank Williams by Jeremy Tepper in Guitar World
Acoustic that listed amongst the best moments Dylan’s “frisky romp” through I Can’t Get
You Off Of My Mind.
Next month will again be dominated by Love And Theft and Oct / Nov Tour reviews. I’ll
be here, same time, same place. Hope you will, too.

THANKS THIS MONTH TO: GRAHAM A, JENNS W, BRYAN G, TONY S.
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MAC

by Richard Lewis

A week or so ago I went to see Roger McGuinn at the City Varieties in Leeds. It was a good
evening with McGuinn alternating between his electric Rickenbacker and an acoustic 12
string. He opened with an electric “My Back Pages” followed by an acoustic “Ballad of Easy
Rider” which he introduced by telling us how Peter Fonda had taken Dylan to a New York
screening of an early cut of the film. He managed to get Dylan to agree to write a song for the
film. Dylan immediately scribbled the lyrics down on a cocktail napkin and handed them to
Fonda saying, “McGuinn will know what to do”. Fonda then went to McGuinn saying, “Bob
wants you to have this” so McGuinn put them to music.
Also in the set were “You Ain’t Going Nowhere” (without the McGuinn verse), “Mr
Tambourine Man”, “Pretty Boy Floyd” and “Dink’s Song”. He also sang ‘Rabbit’ Brown’s
version of “Times Ain’t What They Used To Be” with the couplet “Sugar for sugar, salt for
salt / If you get in trouble, it’s your own damn fault. He did an amazing version of “Eight
Miles High” inspired, he said, by Coltrane, Shankar and Segovia. The song was written about
the Byrds experiences on their first visit to England in 1965. I remember going to see them at
Finsbury Park Astoria with David Crosby in a wonderful green suede cape.
By coincidence I have just read “All The Rage” which is the autobiography of Ian ‘Mac’
McLagan of the Small Faces. In 1996 he was in the lounge at Los Angeles Airport when he
spotted Graham Nash and David Crosby. He waved to Nash who he had known since the
Small Faces and Hollies toured together in 1966. He says hello and Nash introduces him to
Crosby.
Though I’d bumped into him a couple of times since those early days I didn’t expect him to
remember me. He didn’t. We chatted until it was time for my flight, then I went back to the
line of people waiting to board. As I turned to wave, I caught David pointing at me with a
knowing look and saying something I was too far away to hear across the airport lounge.
Graham beckoned me back.
‘David didn’t recognize you, I told him you’re Ian McLagan of the Small Faces’
‘We loved you’, said David, pointing a fat finger at me, his big face beaming. ‘In
“Eight Miles High” that line is about you guys!”
You could’ve knocked me down with a feather! Whenever I’d heard that song, the two words
‘small faces’ had always stuck out, even if I wasn’t paying attention but I’d never worked out
exactly what it was about. Now I knew. The line was ‘In places, Small Faces abound’ and
was meant as a salute from one band to another. It had taken a long time to find that out. But
the moment I got to Memphis I bought a Byrds Greatest Hits CD so I could hear it, knowing
what it meant, for the first time. I wish Steve had known.
The whole book is a good read with a few Dylan references including the famous exchange
when Dylan was approached by a large man saying:
‘Hello, Bob. I’m Peter Grant, I manage Led Zeppelin.’
There was a short tense silence, then Bob said: ‘I don’t come to you with my problems.’
There is a chapter devoted to how Mac came to be in Dylan’s band for the 1984 tour of
Europe. There is not much communication between Dylan and the Band but having already
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been in Verona for two days and not seen him he suddenly joins them for a drink. They drink
‘greyhounds’, a combination of vodka and grapefruit. They get talking about songs.
‘We asked all the questions that we’d been waiting years to ask. I mean, he was talking plain
and pulling no punches, he was answering all our questions, but it was too much all in one
go. The next day I could hardly remember anything about our heartfelt conversation I’d
looked forward to for years, all I had was a list on the back of a hotel postcard, another
bleary self-portrait and a bad hangover. Of the seven songs he wrote down, we did play two
of them: ‘it’s All Over Now, Baby Blue’ and ‘Forever Young’.
At the Coliseum in Verona the band go to their dressing room and Dylan goes to his.
‘After a while it became apparent that Bob wasn’t going to see us before the show, and even
worse, we weren’t going to get a set list. When Bill Graham came into the dressing room I
asked if he could have a word in Bob’s ear and soon after he came back and brought Bob
with him. He was still wearing the same clothes from two days ago, and before we got to the
question of a set list, he said:
‘Hey, Ian, what are they wearing out there?’
‘Bob, it’s raining, they’re wearing raincoats.’
‘What colours are they wearing?’
‘Black, some yellow, a few red, you know, raincoats.’ I couldn’t believe I was having
this conversation.
‘Hey, I like your shirt.’ He was pointing at me. This was my chance to show solidarity
with my hero.
‘Would you like it? It’s yours,’ I said, unbuttoning it and handing it to him.
‘Thanks.’ He put it on over his T-shirt.
Bob never wore my shirt again after that night in Verona, but for some reason he kept it with
him, and carried it over his shoulder every day as he walked to the bus and to the plane.
It was odd, but the following year I saw a photograph of him wearing it on the back
cover of his next album, Empire Burlesque.
He also mentions that in late 1996 there was meant to be a Faces recording session at Ron
Wood’s home studio in Ireland. Naturally Rod Stewart doesn’t show. Mac gets to the studio
before Woody and goes for a sleep in one of the guest bedrooms. He is awoken by Woody
saying guess who is sleeping in the next bedroom. It is Dylan and so ‘we recorded a dozen
new Dylan tunes that may never see the light of day.’
Definitely worth a read. They’re stories about lots of others from Bonnie Raitt to Billy Bragg.
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HIPSTERS, FLIPSTERS & FINGER
POPPIN’ DADDIES!
By CP LEE

In the summer of 1969, as Roy Harper so famously pointed out – nobody had any money,
even for going to a festival. True to the spirit of the times I was a hippy, having dropped out
of college and returned to Manchester to be part of the ‘Alternative Society’. I was an active
member of the Cultural Revolution that was sweeping around the Western world, possessed
of an evangelical fervour in the determination to tear down the walls of straight society and
build a New Jerusalem on the rubble of the Old Order,. Inspired by the rhetoric of Leary and
Neville, I eagerly and energetically pursued the Politics of Pleasure, believing totally in the
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maxim that through ‘dope, rock n roll and fucking in the streets’, ‘The Man’ would melt
away. – After all, hadn’t the Blessed Lizard King told us that “They’ve got the guns, but
we’ve got the numbers!”? Naïve now, I know, but at the time I really believed you could stop
a .38 with a 25 – Kind of like the shattered remnants of the Plains tribes believing that their
Spirit Shirts could repel the cavalry’s bullets after they’d done the Ghost Dance, and in time
their Wounded Knee became our Kent State, but that lay in the future.
What was of greatest importance that summer of all those years ago was the news that Bob
Dylan – The Bob Dylan – The man who’d almost died in a motorcycle accident and had been
in seclusion for what felt like an eternity because of the hideous disfigurement, and/or, brain
damage he’d sustained in the crash, was coming to this country to play the Isle of Wight. It
was virtually unbelievable. After the reception he’d got in 1966 it seemed unimaginable that
he’d ever want return to this Sceptic Isle where those few short years ago he’d played the
lead role in a production staged by the Theatre of the Insane – Who on Earth would want a
repeat of those Spring nights of madness, when electricity howled and fools shrieked, when
night after night Dylan confronted his daemons head on devoured them by sheer force of
Will?
Times change of course, hadn’t he told us that, and the gainsayers and naysayers of such a
short time ago were now avid champions of the new muse. Judas had converted and become
born again into the fold, shyly telling us that it wasn’t until they’d heard Blonde On Blonde
that they’d realised where Dylan was coming from.
By the summer I was part of a loose knit commune of artistically inclined Heads. I played in
a band and helped out on producing Manchester’s very own ‘Underground Newspaper’,
Grass Eye, and when word got out that Dylan was coming to play at the Isle of Wight, we
went into overdrive to produce a special commemorative summer issue. Looking back on it
now, it was probably the first bit of serious writing that I’d ever bothered to do properly, and
I find it weird/odd/strange/comforting, to notice that it was about Dylan. Everything goes full
circle, I guess. Nowadays, of course, it would not only be seen as unfashionable, but also
insane to regard Dylan as the Messiah, but there’s no denying that back then we hung on
every word (or would have done if he’d said any) of the man who told us not ‘to follow
leaders’. A ludicrous situation to be sure, but common enough for the time when deeply
significant meanings were read into album covers, song lyrics and even the clothing of
contemporary artists who seemed to ‘have a message’. Also bear in mind that most of us had
a bucket full of lysergic acid swimming through our systems as well – a situation that now,
with a great deal of hindsight, I can categorically state didn’t go hand-in-hand with logical
thinking.
The piece I wrote for Grass Eye, however, wasn’t concerned with the imminent second
coming that, in a sense, we regarded the Isle of Wight appearance as being. Rather it looked
back at Dylan’s transition to electric troubadour, in particular at Another Side of Bob Dylan as
signifier of the sea change in not only his thinking, but his method of performing. I recall
claiming that it was an album crying out for a backing band. Anyway, the article was written
and then we set about cannibalising a few album covers to ‘create’ the montage for issue
number seven of Manchester’s answer to International Times.
Our normal print run was around seven thousand copies and we’d realistically expect to sell
five thousand, not bad for an underground paper at the time. Oz, which was distributed
nationally shifted about 25,000 per issue, so we did quite well in spreading our mixture of
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Love and Revolution. At a meeting of the collective it was decided to go out on a limb and
print 15,000 copies and take them down to the Isle of Wight and sell them there. Just to
reinforce how stupid and naïve we were I now have to point out that we had no tickets, no
transport and virtually no money.
No problem. We figured that all we had to do was get there and walk up to the promoters,
show them a copy of the paper and we’d be given a press pass – ergo, lack of tickets solved.
Transport was the next major headache. One of the guys was a car thief, so that took care of
that, except that 15,000 copies of the paper took up a lot of room so he was ok, and one other
could go in the front with him. Being a) clever, or b) paranoid about being busted before I
even got there, I opted to hitch however many hundreds of miles it was. I didn’t really have a
clue where the Isle of Wight was either. I knew it was south of London and that it was an
island therefore at some point I’d have to get on a boat, but what the heck, it couldn’t be that
difficult could it?
So on Thursday the 28th August I merrily set out from Manchester with a bedroll and two
mates – so began my nightmare journey into Hell. Actually, I don’t think it was that bad
given the fact that in 1969 there were very few motorways. It might have helped if I’d had a
map or even better, an idea of where I was going, but around nine that evening we’d got as
far as London. The problem was that we weren’t moving fast enough. We’d arranged to
rendezvous with the others at mid-day at the festival site and at this rate there was no way we
were going to make it on time. A quick check of our financial resources revealed just enough
loose change to get on board one of the many shuttle trains that were running down to the
coast, and so we set off into the night. Man, it was a slow train. British Rail had spared no
expense in not spending any expense and it was a very tired me and a few hundred other
freaks who were herded onto the oldest, filthiest carriages I’d ever seen in my life. I
remember being so thirsty that I drank from the ‘This is not drinking water’ tap in the
carriage’s toilet, and then staggering back to the wooden benches (yes, wooden) that had been
laid on for us, convinced that I’d probably poisoned myself and there was going to be one
less fan worshipping at the feet of the master that weekend.
I kind of dozed in a fitful way as we rattled through the countryside, and when dawn broke
we’d arrived in Southampton and by some strange quirk of fate found ourselves being
ushered on board a ferry. I can only surmise that we’d got ourselves onto a ‘boat train’ as I
think they were/are called. So without much further a-do we were more at sea than we
usually were. In the Observer the following Sunday, a journalist recalled seeing dozens of
‘Dylans’ at the Isle of Wight, and he was right. There must have been at least twenty on the
ferry. I know this for certain because I was one of them. I was a kind of mid-sixties Bob
because I had the hair for it, if not quite the correct clothing. There were a couple of John
Wesley Hardings and even more Freewheelers complete with caps, suede jackets and blonde
girlfriends. It was turning into quite a gathering of the clones. I also discovered on board the
good ship whatever, a few other Mancunian hippies and what’s more, they had food! We all
decided to stick together and see what we would see.
After several lusty choruses of ‘We’ve got a ticket to Ryde’, we finally docked and disgorged
onto the island. Hordes of people shuffled round looking at maps and signs. I got the feeling
that the islanders were just being helpful enough in order to get us out of their town as fast as
possible. There were buses and coaches waiting to carry people to the festival site, but
needless to say we didn’t have enough bread for anything as luxurious as that and set off on
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foot in a long snaking column that seemed to stretch forever. I kept being reminded of a
Henry Treece novel I’d read a couple of years earlier about the ill-fated Children’s Crusade
of the middle ages. Thousands of kids from around Europe had set off to free the Holy land
from the heathens and got as far as Marseilles where jovial entrepreneurs had helped them
onto boats that they said would carry them to Acre and the main Crusader army. Instead they
took them off along the Barbary Coast and sold them into slavery. By the time we reached the
site the illusion was almost complete.
A rag tag army of freaks was camped out in disorganised rows under an assortment of
coverings. A pall of smoke enveloped everything. There were even flags fluttering lightly in
the mild breeze, looking just like the banners of a medieval army. Long haired figures
wrapped in blankets gazed up from cooking pots and campfires as we searched for the
festival office. Finally we got to a lone caravan with the words ‘Festival Press Office’ written
on the side. This was our destination. This was our goal. Unfortunately so it was for several
hundred other people. Some were freaks like us. Others were in suits. Most of them looked
like professional journalists. We didn’t.
But we were confident. This was where it would all come together. Who knows – We might
even get an interview with Bob? I looked for the orderly queue. There wasn’t one, just a giant
scrum of desperate looking people waving press cards, cameras and bits of official looking
paper. I held up issue seven of Grass Eye and flapped it vainly in the direction of the caravan.
I was about a hundred feet away.
After about an hour of flapping my only credentials I realised there was no way I was going
to get a pass. My joy at having got there dissipated and I wandered off back towards the
encampment that lay on the outside of the arena. Man, it was a grade ‘A’ bummer. Eventually
I decided that the next best thing was to try and meet up with Chris and Steve. They were the
ones who’d come down in a car of dubious parentage, laden with copies of the paper. The
only slight problem in meeting up with them was the fact that we’d had no idea when we all
set off of what anything was going to be like when we got there. Now I was on my own in a
rapidly growing crowd of around a hundred thousand people. I had no money, no food, no
water and no fucking idea.
So I walked aimlessly about in search. First of all I came across a Digger tent. The Diggers
were the philanthropic brigade of the Hippies. They believed in ‘free everything’ and gave
away all they could hustle from ‘alternative’ shops and the like. At the Isle of Wight they
were giving away free food. So, after a meal of brown rice and aduki bean burgers I
wandered on my merry way listening to the music that was coming over the fence, because
by now the festival had begun.
In what seemed like no time at all and by complete and total chance, out of the quarter a
million people there I came across Steve and Chris. Turned out they hadn’t had to steal a car
after all, Chris’s brother had lent him his, and there it was parked up and full of papers. We
grabbed an armful each and set off for the entrance gates. Within an hour I’d sold enough to
ensure I had enough cash to last me the weekend. By the end of the festival we’d sold out of
the 15,000 print run. I have a sneaking suspicion that people might have thought they were
official programmes or something, but like as not they just figured it was an underground
newspaper. The most important thing was, it had Dylan on the cover.
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The amazing run of good luck and good vibes carried on and so the ticket problem was
solved when we met up with some people from International Times. They knew us and we
knew them and they’d been allocated a stall inside the arena where all sorts of underground
‘things’, incense, beads, Rizlas, etc were on sale. They were allowed to drive their van into
the site without it being inspected. We all piled inside, went through the gate and from then
on we stayed inside the arena for the whole weekend.
I have to say that my recollections of the weekend are a tad hazy. It was fun, it was different.
It was in fact the very first festival I ever attended. But mainly it all falls into a blur. Hardly
surprising considering how many narcotics were taken. I do, however, remember Dylan –
just.
By Sunday the novelty of sitting in a field was beginning to wear off. That plus the fact that
the only reason I was there was to see Bob Dylan. I’d been at the Free Trade Hall in 1966 and
couldn’t wait to see him again. Well, wait we did. And then some. The music had begun
around mid-day and a stream of performers had trooped on and trooped off. On the whole
they were pretty good. Again, my recollections of the day’s acts are all rather hazy. All I can
recall with any clarity is wondering when the Hell Dylan was going to come on. It might have
been August, but lack of proper food and lack of sleep made it all seem a lot chillier than it
probably was. When darkness closed in and there was still no sign of Dylan, an outbreak of
booing and slow hand clapping started out among sections of the crowd. I remember
thinking, “Oh Christ! Don’t boo him now or he’ll never come on!”
Years later American journalist and friend of Bob Dylan, Al Aronowitz, wrote a great
memoir for Isis, which went some way to explaining what was going on backstage. There
was, it seemed, a problem with the sound system. The Band were supposed to go on at eight
thirty. Aronowitz also obliquely inferred that Robbie Robertson was in no great hurry to have
the sound system fixed because he wanted to upstage Dylan, to faze him, to make him uneasy
about the show. Dylan told Al that he wanted to get onstage time and again, and each time
Jon Taplan the Band’s road manager refused. Out in the crowd things were getting fractious.
When the Band did finally come on at shortly after ten, it was dark, cold and none too
inviting. They clawed back the atmosphere and set the scene for Dylan’s eventual
appearance, and what an appearance it was. I was standing on top of a Bedford van armed
with an old naval telescope I’d borrowed off somebody. The roar of the crowd is still one of
the loudest things I’ve ever heard. Dylan’s set was an interesting eclectic mix of the old and
the new – and then, suddenly – he was gone.
It must rank as one of the most anti-climactic events in the history of popular music. I’m not
saying Dylan gave a bad performance, but it just ended so suddenly, so dramatically, that
nobody I spoke to afterwards could ever believe it. Again, with hindsight, it all becomes clear
and the blame lies with no one. It was, all in all, a good Dylan show, but even he was put off
performing again by it. Listening to the recordings now and I feel that if I’d actually paid for
a ticket I wouldn’t have felt ripped off. Some of the tunes are remarkably good, others are
perhaps a little lacklustre, or maybe more accurately, don’t come off the way Dylan
expected., but overall it’s a great set-list and in historical terms provides us with a missing
link between 1966 and what would come in 1974.
For sheer excitement the Free Trade Hall beats the Isle of Wight hands down, and though I’m
glad I was there, I certainly wouldn’t want to write a book about it. Nor would anyone want
to read it.
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Odds and Ends
(Lost Time)
by Paula Radice

There have been lots of "odds and ends" of Dylanstuff
(that's the technical term, I think you'll find) floating under our bridges in the last
month - odd little intriguing articles popping up on the Internet, pre-publication details
of a host of new books, even a new song to listen to - so I thought I would write
about a few of them this time around.
This is how I spend a very significant portion of my leisure time: first, I go on to the
very brilliant Expecting Rain site every day to see what's new in the Dylan world,
what the gossip is; then on to eBay to see what books are coming up for auction;
some searching for online foreign-language bookshops and publishers to see if they
can supply anything I haven't got; then on to Amazon to find out if there's anything
new to order (and there very nearly always is). I know many of us were somewhat
chastened or piqued when Dylan revealed his dismissive view of the way we (I)
spend our (my) lives (life) chasing after "bits" of him, but you've got to admit, it is a bit
tragic. Still, it keeps me happy, and it doesn't hurt anyone else, so what the hell?
There was a lot to keep track of last month:

1. Emerging details of the now-filming Masked and Anonymous:
Even the title is worrying, isn't it? Too overtly Dylanesque, too self-conscious and
self-referential. Don't get me wrong, I've watched Hearts of Fire as many times as
the next woman, and even enjoyed it (and I was one of the very few people in the
world actually to view it in a cinema: I, and two obviously lost Japanese tourists,
watched it in solitary splendour one afternoon in the huge Marble Arch Odeon. I had
all of the stalls seats to myself).
It is always enjoyable watching Bob on screen, even when the film is as
demonstrably dire as Hearts of Fire was. But don't we all already know that this film
will be as bad, if not worse? How can it fail to be when the publicity releases are
describing Dylan's character in the film as "an ageing rock star who is released from
prison for a day to play one last concert in the hope of saving the world". Good grief.
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The stars are queuing up to be in it, though (Mickey Rourke, John Goodman,
Christian Slater, Jessica Lange, Penelope Cruz), just for the chance to be involved in
something with The Great Man. Perhaps they should have a word with Rupert
Everett, whose career was never the same again.
Mind you, Bob wasn't the reason Hearts of Fire was so awful. It had the worst, most
trite, script imaginable, and both of Bob's co-stars (Everett and the then-unknown,
and now even more unknown, "Fiona") simply floundered and died. At least Dylan
provided some highly amusing comedy moments: my particular favourite is the
wholly unconvincing Rock-Star-Trashing-Hotel-Room-and-Punching-People scene,
in which Dylan looks about 5' 1" and about as threatening as The Artist Formerly
Known As Prince, and which ends with Dylan climbing into a taxi and asking to be
taken to "London Airport", whatever the hell that is. This film will doubtless be
entertaining, too, at least to us: watch out for the hoots of derision from the rest of
the world, though.

2. The Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood soundtrack:
Dylan is so in demand for these sorts of things, nowadays, isn't he? No tribute CD or
compilation can come out without a Dylan track, it seems, and Hollywood is after the
songwriter with the Oscar.
This T Bone Burnett-produced soundtrack is superb, with or without the new Dylan
track. There's Taj Mahal, Jimmy Reed (with some very Highway 61 Revisited blues
harp on Found Love), Slim Harpo, Ray Charles and Mahalia Jackson, amongst
others. And the Dylan track, Waitin' for You, is just a triumph, with a queasy waltztime carnival swing, and a old-timey feel that's all "Love and Theft". At first it sounds
like a musical joke, a corny fairground riff, then the words come to redeem it. As on
"Love and Theft", the rhymes are all very simple, but the triumph is in the middle of
the lines and the way in which the words throughout fit the feel of the whole. If it
were a vaudeville/music hall old-timey song, it would have a very simple, very
predictable rhyming structure (day/say/way; all/fall; tight/goodnight; sweet/beat;
true/you; game/same; head/dead/spread) and it has an appropriately easy-paced
sing-alonga-Bob swing. The tune goes round and round in your head for hours after
it's over. The genius is in the way the lines accumulate, and the little touches of
detail that enliven them:
I''m staying ahead of the game,
And she's a-doin' the same,
And the whiskey playin' (?) into my head.
The fiddler's arm has gone dead,
And talk is beginning to spread...
(There's a lovely vocal touch at the end of that stanza: all the words are evenlypaced, except for the last one, which appropriately enough spreads itself out all
across the end of the line. A great example of a subtle Dylan touch in the middle of
what sounds at first hearing like a clod-hopping beat-driven tune.)
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Well, the king of them all,
Is startin' to fall.
I lost my gal
At the Boatman's Ball.
The night has a thousand hearts and eyes.
Hope may vanish, but it never dies...
Another deal gone down,
Another man done gone.
You put up with it all,
And you carry on.
Something holdin' you back,
But you'll come through.
I'd bet the world and everything in it on you.

Another song about survival against the odds, delivered with panache and humour.
Worth the cost of the CD on its own of course, but the rest of the CD is also great, so
a real must-have.

3. Bits and Pieces from the Internet:
Invisible Republicanism: Greil Marcus' Negro Problem by Benj DeMott, from the
"newspaper of the radical imagination", First of the Month (www.firstof the
month.org/music/music_demott_invisible.html/ )
Event Report: Jill Furmanovsky's "BobQuest" by Richard Marshall, from 3 A.M.
Magazine (www.3ammagazine.com/litarchives/nov2001/furmanovsky.html/)
Both of these I picked up via Expecting Rain . What would we do without it? The
latter comes from last year, but was new to me. In it, Richard Marshall comes (a bit
late admittedly, but better late than never, eh?) to the realization that Dylan is both
more and less than the High Art Guru (or as he puts it, the artist in a "po-faced,
serious, white European Romantic" context) that he is often made out to be in the
rock meeja. Actually, he tries to blame The "High Art" bullshit on us "miserabalist
Bobcats. Sadcats!" (hey thanks, chum). He obviously hasn't read Freewheelin', and
so doesn't know that there's actually very little we take seriously.
Anyway, the upshot of the very well written piece turns out to be that, having heard
lots of anecdotes about Bob from people who actually know him, and especially
Dave Stewart, Marshall comes to see that Dylan is really just nutty, eccentric, old,
jaunty and ultimately likeable - which we could have told him in the first place, I
suppose. Isn't that who keeps us hypnotised; not the High Art Poet who may or may
not be better than Keats, but the weird, funny, very human man who makes us laugh
when he does his daft little dances on stage, makes us cringe and laugh when he
launches into crazy little monologues in prize ceremonies, and then makes us gasp
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with wonder at the magic in the songs? We love the fact that he's as mad as a
hatter, and that he's still laughing at life, his fellow humans, and himself, even from
within the apparent bleakness of some of his work.
Marshall's piece made me very much want to see Furmanovsky's photos of Dylan.
Does anyone know where they might be? There doesn't seem to be a published
book.
The other article intrigued me because it was about Greil Marcus and Invisible
Republic, a book that made a real impact on me when I read it because it gave me a
new perspective on the Basement Tapes, as I've said elsewhere. Whatever you
think of it as a style, you've got to admit that Marcus writes like no-one else. It's an
original take on things, perhaps one that's past its sell-by date now - as I think could
be argued of his review of "Love and Theft", which for me missed the mark by a very
long way - but at least it's always been different.
DeMott doesn't like it, for one very particular reason. He takes as his jumping-off
points the fact that Dylan himself has said that Marcus overplayed the connections
between his (Dylan's) work and Harry Smith's Anthology of Folk Music. Of course,
we know that in any given statement Dylan may be dissembling, to draw people
away from anything which may label and therefore tie him down; it's something he's
always done. DeMott, however, links this with what he sees as Dylan's recent
"blacking-up" in "Love and Theft". Not only does the title of the album come from
Eric Lott's book about black-face minstrelsy (a very excellent book incidentally, and
one that every Dylan fan should read), but Dylan also self-consciously gives some of
the songs on it "colored voicings". (DeMott doesn't say which songs he's thinking of,
but I immediately thought of Po' Boy, Mississippi, of course High Water, and
Lonesome Day Blues).
DeMott's main premise is that Marcus is "deaf to the cultural and political resonances
of African American music", and that his insistence on the primacy of Folk, rather
than Blues or R&B, influences on Dylan's work ( and the Basement Tapes in
particular, of course) gives the racist game away. In Kill Devil Hills (the imaginary
town peopled by the characters from the Basement Tapes songs), "you don't see
many black people" - Marcus' own words. DeMott argues that, throughout his
writings about Dylan, Marcus chooses to ignore the conscious break from the
restraints and "tight thinking" of folkiedom that Dylan made, and the clear influences
on his work of Black music, especially, he suggests (using evidence of harmonica
solos in 1966) the "improvisational imperative in black musics", including of course
jazz. The best of the Basement Tapes songs, I think, are those driven by
improvisation. Think of the brilliant subvocality of I'm Not There (1956), for example.
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Dylan was an R&B man long before he was a folkie (or indeed even a man).
We all know that from the evidence of his Hibbing boyhood friends. Blues
songs and resonances were everywhere on Dylan's first album, and some of
Dylan's very earliest recorded efforts were with black artists - Victoria Spivey,
Big Joe Williams (I won't mention Harry Belafonte, as it won't, I think, help the
argument). He has always sung Blues songs, and sung the praises of
Bluesmen. Big Joe Turner and Charley Patton figure in "Love and Theft" of
course, Blind Willie McTell is another obvious reference; Robert Johnson's
lines are dropped though many songs; The Mississippi Sheiks are a strong
influence on World Gone Wrong... the list could go on and on, and has been
widely discussed elsewhere.
In older age (I can't bring myself to write "old age", it doesn't seem right) Dylan
can be seen as turning into the authentic grizzled, world-weary Bluesman he's
always wanted to be. The evolution - not the disintegration, as some would
have it - of his voice helps no end.
I admit I hadn't noticed for myself the colour-bar in Marcus' Kill Devil Hills and
neighbouring "Smithtown", but I think DeMott is right to suggest it's there.
Why should Dock Boggs be so prominent a citizen, and not Robert Johnson?
Or Blind Willie McTell? There are plenty of black voices in the Anthology,
after all. Where are the experiences of the millions of Southern AfricanAmericans whom history does not name? Wouldn't those experiences be
articulated, among those singing and dancing in dozens of drinking joints in
the seedier, and therefore more interesting, parts of downtown Kill Devil Hills?
Wouldn't they be articulated, above all, in songs about survival against the
odds? Wouldn't that be exactly where Dylan would choose to spend his
evenings if he happened to be in town? Can't you imagine him there, standing
in the doorway on a hot summer night, listening to the jukebox, and watching
the darkness fall?
DeMott makes a compelling and well-argued case against Marcus, and I
came away with an instinctive feeling that there's much in it that's true. Read
it for yourself, and see if you agree.
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I COULD STOP, YES?

Chris Cooper

Collecting and touring featured
prominently in last months FW.
Not altogether surprising at the
end of a tour I know. But I find it
intriguing the different attitudes
we sport towards his Bobness on
this. After all isn’t Bob these days
a performing artist? Isn’t that
the position that he himself has
taken. First there was Mark who
attends one show, hoping for
the best. A laudable attitude
that. After all we don’t need to
go to a loot of shows do we?
For me Dylan is never the same
two nights running, and I am
always pleased to share the
same breathing space as him as
many times as I can. Like Mark I
go hoping for the best, but
often do not expect to get it.
Sometimes I feel guilty that Dizzy
will check out our holidays
carefully consulting me on cost
whilst I tear into a whole tour
with out a second thought. So
yes Mark has a point. I know he
collects a lot of the shows
afterwards. I think that is the
valid method. I used to have
lofty

ideals about preserving things
for posterity an all that. It’s a
good way of explaining the cost
to others. Then a couple of
light years ago I am sorting
through the Kidda’s stuff, and
amazed at all the rarities that
frankly no one wanted. Ignored,
abandoned. It makes you
wonder why you do it.
Collecting has to be just for
YOU and if it doesn’t work at
that level then forget it. Don’t
fool yourself that it matters to
others. Because it doesn’t,
except to fellow collectors
likewise afflicted I guess. Of
course what collecting shows
does for ME is to give me an
opportunity to hear songs
performed that I missed live, to
appraise the performance and
decide if the shows I missed
were “better” or not than the
ones I missed. Like the last tour. I
quite enjoyed most of the shows
as I stated last time, but hearing
the earlier shows now suggests
that the voice was in better
shape in Europe than it was over
here. I also like the chance to
hear the shows I attended
again, to see if they stand up to
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my own feelings about them.
This last tour I have to say does
not. It was as good as ever to
see Bob and the band seemed
very tight and confident. But
Dylan was not in best shape,
certainly not as good as 2001
and not as good as Europe
2002. Only by hearing the cdrs
can I reach that kind of
conclusion. There is something
different about being at the
show, that no recording
however good it is can capture
for me. Now I can accept that
this might just be my own
personal preference. Anyone
that has read more than a
couple of my ramblings knows I
have a large interest in jazz, the
true performing art. A form of
music that you HAVE to catch
live. So maybe that is where I
get the need. I do a lot of gigs
(Other than Dylan) on average I
attend about one jazz gig a
week!
Then there is our own JRS. In
the last few years he has
attended shows on a more
frequent basis than before, yet I
know he does not collect the
recordings. (I know because
whilst I often offer him things he
seldom tales them up!) John
seems to get that same buzz
from the concert appearance
but is happy to stop there.
But the real control seems to
come from Robert Foryan.
Robert says that he has no need
to go to the shows or collect the

concerts and that this makes
him “feel free somehow”. Is it ok
to say that I envy him that
freedom sometimes?
Times like now, when I just got
32 cdrs from my mate Norbert
and 15 from Peter. New stuff?
NO upgrades to cdr.. Course I
will return the favour, time is
what it takes. Lots of time, whilst
yet another few books arrive to
be read. Another coupla
magazines turn up and then
there are vcds, an Dylanbase…
Freedom….. yes I can envy you
Robert.
OK so I could stop yes? I could
give it all up. Sure. I used to say
to myself that “it’s too late to
stop” or that “it’s of historical
importance. But we know the
truth now don’t we.
It’s just for me.
Does that make selfish?
Sure.
But hopefully it enlightens me a
little too, and hey, you should
see the size of mine ! (Collection
that is!)
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A Mackem in Washington says………
Stop this senseless discrimination!!
By

David Brazier

It has been a slow month in the state of Washington….
A couple of weeks ago, this correspondent was privileged to attend one of the best
gigs I have ever seen. I was accompanied by a friend of mine who had no true prior
knowledge of the type of music he would be listening to that evening, but was if
anything slightly prejudiced against the family of music this event was going to be
part of. We saw just over three hours of music, tight musicianship, with an
enthusiastic crowd, in a great venue, displaying excellent acoustics. Wonderful
performances of both Maggies Farm and Queen Jane Approximately. And the name
of this band? Ratdog. Bob Weir’s Ratdog.
Hang on, I here some of you cry. That name sounds familiar. Didn’t he play with
Dylan a time or two in the dim and distant past? But some of you have probably
already made the even bigger leap, and remembered that Bob Weir was an erstwhile
member of the band who cause more opprobrium in the Dylan world than a casual
reference to compulsory euthanasia would in an old peoples home. Yes, that’s right
The Grateful Dead. And if you are asleep in the back, I will shout it out, THE
GRATEFUL DEAD!!
But really gentle readers, what is there to be afraid of?
One of my so called hobbies or pastime’s is to compile CDs around specific themes
and pass them onto the people who I am related to through alcohol. Like most of you,
I am sure, I enjoy searching out new music, hearing new ideas and finding they
become a springboard for other things. Some time ago the Gaoler sent me on a search
to track down a particular song. A song that both of us could recall, but not who it
was by, nor what exactly the title was of said song. Researching music is always
enjoyable to me, and after a few hours I finally hit paydirt and was able to download
the song using one of those highly immoral (or splendid examples of the freethinking
that drives the medium) pieces of peer to peer software that proliferates upon the
internet.
The song in question was “Rex Bob Lowenstein” by
Mark Germino
(Radartown - Mark Germino & The Sluggers 1990). A pleasant little ditty that
recalls to some minds the song W.O.L.D by Harry Chapin, in that it deals with a radio
DJ. The song in question then ended up on a compilation CD that had little in the way
of theme to it, more a rounding up of odd little items. The idea to then start doing
similar things with songs found in a similar way, and put them together thematically
came later.
Some time later I was compiling a CD that took as its theme Radio. And of course, the
aforementioned Rex Bob Lowenstein was an ideal track to include on this
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compilation. During my research I found that Mark Germino had recorded the track
more than once. The second time was in a more acoustic vein (Rank & File 1995
Winter Harvest) , and was equally as good, so it was this version I included on the
CD.
But what I also found when I was researching, was that someone had done a cover
version of the song, Carol Elliot (The People I Meet Taxim 1999). So it become
essential to hear this version as well.
Patience dear reader, there is a point to all of this. …….
Carol’s version is pleasant enough, nice backing to the song, but lacks any real punch.
But then came the big whammy….. the lyric change…….
Dylan fans will be all to aware that at times poetic (and sometimes not so poetic)
licence is taken with lyrics at times. I recall George Hamilton IV recanting “may you
have Jesus as your foundation, when the winds around you shift” in his version of
Forever Young.
So, back to Carol Elliot…..
In the original song by Mark Germino he sings “He’ll play Stanley Jordan, The Dead
and Little Feat”. Carol changes this to “He’ll play Stanley Jordan, U2 and Little Feat”.
Why? It does not scan any better, it does not change the song perceptively, so why
change one little lyric. It can only be for one reason, pure discrimination!!
This anti-Dead stance takes on even more sinister proportions when examining one of
the latest episodes of the sci-fi series “Andromeda”. Here, captain Hunt delivers a
throw-away line about the “UnGrateful Dead”
I am used to this sort of things from the likes of Mr Clinton Heylin, but when it starts
invading popular TV shows I cry enough is enough!!
I am genuinely at a loss to understand why there is so much antipathy towards the
Grateful Dead, I truly am. I know that the series of shows that they played with Bob
back in 1987 were hardly the best, and the Dylan and the Dead album would not be in
anyone’s top ten, but would you judge Bob on the back of some dodgy shows from
1991 Or from a cursory listen to Down in The Groove?
I would really like to hear some reasoned arguments, though I do know in the end it
does call come down to taste and to opinions.
I once vouchsafed to a friend of mine the fact that The Grateful Dead had played live
to more people in history than any other band had. He replied “no David, they have
played live to the SAME people more times than anyone else…” In-between lies the
truth one supposes.
So, be careful out there…….. and don’t take any wooden Indians…..
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WHAT WAS IT YOU
WANTED
By Jim Gillan
Well, here’s a rum do. Brain the size of a planet, admittedly the somewhat
appropriately named Uranus, a fine sense of the ridiculous (took years of self-study),
a way with words (not far enough away some might say) and a lot of years listening to
Dylan and many, many others, but I’m stuck for an idea. If in doubt, turn to the
correspondence.
Ah! Ha! Success in every envelope. ‘Sharon’ writes Hi there. I’m sort of new to
Bob. My Dad used to play his records a lot and was always trying to get me to listen,
but of course I had LOADS of better things to do. However when my Dad’s girlfriend
gave him the elbow two days before the show in Brighton I ended up going along with
him, just to keep him company. I thought it would be a real ordeal, but it was
EXCELLENT! Also, Charlie Sexton is drop-dead gorgeous – his eyes smoulder in a
way that makes a lass melt, if you know what I mean. And I had a great time dancing
with some of the other girls who were there. Strangely, Dad didn’t think it was all
that good. He even said he wouldn’t be going again, but I don’t think he means it.
Anyway, Bob now has a new fan and Dad has had all his CD’s pinched!
Well, a bit of a nothing letter, at least on the surface. But it does illustrate that Bob’s
audience is anything but ageing, as well as confirming that it’s what he does on stage
that matters to people. I suppose some might mock the remarks about Charlie, but
why? And it’s certainly true that there were plenty of young women dancing and
rocking along. And melting I suppose. All in all it’s a more honest (in every sense
of the word) perspective than the next one I opened.
‘M’ writes Watching Dylan grope his way through the dross that is all he is now
capable of writing would be merely painful were it not for the plebeian adulation that
he attracts from the masses. Shakespeare of course anticipated them rather neatly
“the rabblement hooted and clapp’d their chopt hands and threw up their sweaty
night-caps…”* Yeats too has the phrase to sum up the largely lumpen audience he
now attracts to soulless arenas “The uncontrollable mystery on the bestial floor.”**
I of course am above all that and would not comment were it not for the need to
satisfy those that clamour for the definitive, the authoritative, view. So much to write,
so little to write about.
Cor! Well, It’s unlikely to be Sharon’s dad that penned that little lot. The initial
might be a clue, and the hint of a footnote or two, but I am acutely aware of my own
prejudices and don’t want to point the finger at Mikey just for the sake of it. I
confess to getting a bit steamed up about the arrogance of the writer, but to be fair, he
has a point, at least about some bits of the audience. At Manchester, the seats at the
back of the lower tier, block 102 seemed to be mostly taken by a load of people who
thought they were at a beer and fag festival, one where the show was incidental to the
competition to get most pints on a tray. At Newcastle it was a convention of
followers of the art of the inane conversation who seemed to have wandered in.
Annoyingly for them, Bob kept singing, whilst strain as they might, they couldn’t
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quite match the output of the PA. Not that they didn’t try. At London it was time for
the barber shop quartets, karaoke exponents and glee club singers to give tongue,
sadly never in sync.
Now this is more like it, though I think that a) it’s been seriously delayed in the post
and b) delivered here in error. ‘Reg’ writes Dear Marge, I know that it’s usually girls
who write to you at the Daily Mirror, but I don’t know who else to turn to. I’m 17
and can’t get a girlfriend. What I can get is lots of spots and very tongue-tied. I
know that you always say that people will like you for what you are, rather than what
you pretend to be, but it’s not working for me. Anyway, there is this singer I heard
who I think is called Bob Dillon. He sang this really good song about the answer is
blowing in the wind. I only remembered a few of the words and was trying to sing
them to myself at the bus stop when this girl asked me what it was. She said she
really liked the words and when she said who was it by I said it was me. She got
really interested in me then and so we are going out next week to the cinema. She’s a
bit fat, but is alright. I’m really worried that she will find out that I didn’t write the
words, so can you tell me anything about Mr Dillon and if he has any LP’s. Thank
you.
Wow! To think that was written maybe 40 years ago! I wonder what happened!
Maybe they got married and had five kids and even have grandchildren now. And
still she nags him to finish the poem! I was only 12 when Freewheeling was
released, so it wasn’t until Highway 61 Revisited (OK, if I’m honest, Blond on Blond)
was released that I could pinch lines and pretend to be cool. Didn’t work as well as I
hoped, but wasn’t a total failure. Actually if it’s seduction that you have in mind, a lot
of Bob’s stuff still works very well. And so to bed.
Morning! Much refreshed and raring to go. Eggs, not egos, for breakfast. And all
the post brings is a directive from His Holiness the Spoke. JS writes to us
Freewheelers “I am writing about John Green Day 2 (31/8/2002, Moat House Hotel,
Northampton)….I need you all to name your favourite Basement Tape song and give a
one or two line reason….”
Bummer! I have a real problem with the Basement
Tapes, in that just after CBS deigned to release the album (June 1975), things went
badly pear shaped on the first marriage front for me. Six years, two kids and not a lot
of money. Maybe not a lot to look forward to for any of us. So definitely not a time
to have a new load of Dylan songs to listen to. Even now with everything long since
healed and we are friends (maybe because there is 13,000 miles between us) listening
to BT shows that what should properly be extinct is only dormant. It’s not that there
is anything as simple as desire or jealousy or self-pity to peg things on. No, it’s much
more complex than that, so complex that I can’t give it adequate expression. But I’m
not looking for catharsis. Thankfully things worked out for all of us, really well in my
case, however selfish that might appear.
But playing the CD after a gap of Lord knows how long was interesting. Often it was
like hearing the songs for the first time, though ‘Too Much of Nothing’ and ‘This
Wheel’s on Fire’ were still a bit tough. Fortunately I’m a lot less tender and a lot
more sensitive. Hang on a moment, the ever-loving wife is laughing hysterically.
Ha! Only a coincidence. At least that’s what she tells me. Well, duty done. I guess
that in the future I will give BT a spin more often. It’s just gonna have to wait for the
moment though as TOOM, L&T, Street Legal, Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid and a
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whole heap of stuff from Biograph, the Bootleg Series and bootlegs proper are
coming with me on my trip round France and Germany. So too is Emmylou Harris,
the Be Good Tanyas, Mississippi John Hurt, Mary Gauthier, John B Spencer, Jesse
Fuller, Taraf de Haidouks and Alison Krauss. Not forgetting the O Brother
soundtrack, Chris Smither, Altan, old Andy Kershaw shows and some more recent
Mike Harding. Should make Dover OK, maybe even Arras, as there’s some other
stuff that I’ve pulled out blindfold. Surprises are the biz. And not just because Terry
Pratchett (in the Thief of Time) observes ‘Blink your eyes and the world you see next
did not exist when you closed them. Therefore…the only appropriate state of the
mind is surprise…of the heart, joy.’ But as I can’t improve on that, I won’t attempt to
add to it. And that is a surprise in itself.
PS I’ve settled on ‘I’m not There’. Which I didn’t hear until the 5 CD set arrived
about half past nineteen ninety thingy. So it’s untainted by any dubious connections.
Anyway, ITALY, SWALK, BURMA and even (though only for the missus)
NORWICH. Yes I know this last needs a bit of licence, but what doesn’t? OK! OK!
dogs don’t, at least not anymore. Think yourself smart? Take this!
You may call me JG/You may call me Jim/You may think this verse is great/Or really
rather grim. Ha! Would you ever Adam and Eve it! Creative juices dripping like fat
off a goose (I’m really a veggie person but oil dripping off tofu doesn’t conjure up
much of anything) and I’ve run out of room!!!!!!!!!!
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Boots of Spanish Leather - Part 2
656 words on

Complex and unknowable narrative voices as girl leaves boy

by
Patrick Webster
Before going on to look at the masculine quotient to travel in Dylan’s work, I
thought I might try to envisage an overall sense of the narrative structure of
the song. It is one I picture in terms of an inversion of the clichéd boy leaves
girl structure. As suggested previously, in this song, for one of the very few
times in Dylan’s work, we are offered the prospect of a feminine voice
travelling out into the world - leaving a static masculine voice behind. Within
the wide and diverse range of Dylan¹s canon this is almost unique; there are
few other examples - one of the few others being the obscure but interesting
‘Gypsy Lou’ (1962) - an overlooked song - one that awaits future
consideration.
In ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’ the redolent scenario is that of girl leaves boy,
and the story is told in a series of letters, one a response to the other, and so
on - at least at the start of the song. The nine stanzas are gender voiced as
follows:
Stanza 1 Girl
Stanza 2 Boy
Stanza 3 Girl
Stanza 4 Boy
Stanza 5 Girl
Stanza 6 Boy
Stanza 7 Boy
Stanza 8 Boy
Stanza 9 Boy
The change in narrative voice in the latter stanzas, the sudden absence of a
female response, this alone alerts the listener to the nuances in the fate of the
love being expressed. The restraint and dignity with which the masculine
voice deals with this rejection is the central gesturing device that gives the
song, or so it would seem to me, its ranking as one of Dylan¹s very greatest
love songs.
The appeal of the song lies in its ambiguity - in its restraint - in its almost
stoical avoidance of petty detail. We do not know why the girl has gone to
Spain, we do not know the boy could not go with her. All we know that a love
that once seemed real slowly dissolves into silence and unresponsiveness.
I think it is important to resist any notion of looking towards a biographical
reading of the song to resolve the ambiguity here. We do not know the identity
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of the two protagonists. All we know is the fact that the female voice has left
the male voice - she has sailed for Spain - presumably from America although this is not actually stated.
I say it is important that we do not attempt to restrict our reading by a recourse
to so called biographical ‘facts’ because - I would argue - there are - in fact no such things as biographical ‘ facts’ - at least not when we are dealing with
an artistic creation. We have no notion of what was in the mind of the author of the person we know as ‘Bob Dylan’ when he wrote this song - in 1963,
nearly forty years ago. Furthermore, it seems to me that an attempt to do so is
wholly reductive. No matter the level of research Dylan’s many biographers
involve themselves in - I would restate this simple statement - knowledge of
an artist’s life need have no bearing on our interpretation of the artist’s work. A
recourse to such devices belittle the artistic complexities of a literary text and
are intellectually trite and banal.
It is a song - as Christopher Ricks once put it - about faith misplaced. I think
this aptly embraces the theme of the song - but the relationship it has to so
called real life is forever unknowable.
It is, nonetheless, a song in which the narrative voice is capable of achieving
a real sense of epiphany - an awareness and an artistic comprehension of an
almost God’s eye view of the relationship in question. Next time I want to
discuss this and find a linkage between this and the issue of movement
together with the carnivalesque upturning of gender constructs.
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BY ROBERT FORR
FORRYAN
Thoughts Prompted By 985 Words on ‘Boots Of Spanish Leather’
You’re just too marvellous, too marvellous for words,
Like glorious and glamorous and that old standby, amorous.
You’re much too much and just too very, very
To ever be in Webster’s Dictionary…
These days it seems that almost everything I hear, see or read is refracted to me
through the prism of memory. I mean: I can’t help looking back. It must be some
irrefutable function of the ageing process – a tendency towards nostalgia that is most
apparent in my case with regard to Dylan’s 2nd, 3rd and 4th LPs. These are the records I
listened to most in approximately 12 months stretching from the spring of 1964 to the
spring of 1965. They were, and they remain, the three albums that affected me most
profoundly (which is not the same as saying they are my favourite albums, though one
may be). I think it was because I was young and without responsibilities that I was
able to spend more time listening to these than any other records in my life. For that
one year in the pre-electric dawn of Dylan listening, it seemed as if Dylan’s words
were all that I heard. I am conscious now that most of my friends were busy buying
Beatles and Rolling Stones’ records but, as I implied last month, I was never that cool.
Actually, the very fact that I might think their actions cool seems to define me in an
ongoing unhipness.
But before Dylan there had been other musical affections. I have written previously
about The Everly Brothers. Around the same time, when I was still at school, I
remember saving my weekly pocket money until I had the requisite thirty pieces of
silver (thirty-two shillings and sixpence, to be precise) which were necessary for me
to obtain the Frank Sinatra LP called ‘Songs For Swinging Lovers’. I still have that
LP somewhere in the attic. The words that head this article, as you may know, come
from that very LP. I was reminded of that record and those times by Patrick’s words
on ‘Boots Of Spanish Leather’ – more specifically by his use of the word
‘heterodiegetic’, which I had never come across before. Trust a Webster to send me
scurrying to the dictionary. But having scurried I was unable to find the word, either
in my large dictionary or my Readers Encyclopaedia. Are you sure this isn’t a windup, Patrick?
As I was saying, “Boots Of Spanish Leather” is inextricably linked to my memories
of 1964. At this distance certain aspects seem to linger, suspended in the air, so to
speak. One is that I seem to remember that the guitar intro was louder, more to the
fore, on my old mono LP. Another is that I am sure that when I first heard this song I
thought that it could have been a traditional folk song – it seemed to inhabit a
familiar, much-travelled landscape. It was as if I knew the song before I had ever
heard it. That first line: “I am sailing away, my own true love” is so archaic that you
almost can’t help visualising ancient sailing ships and maids with ringlets. Even in
1964 I would have been embarrassed to address a girl friend as ‘my own true love’. If
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I had it would have been a deliberately mannered and ironic delivery so that she was
sure I didn’t mean it.
I have much enjoyed the first two articles, so I hope Patrick won’t mind a couple of
comments. He says: “Dylan’s love songs are mostly what might be called ‘anti-love
songs’”. He goes on to reflect that they “are concerned with how to escape the domain
of woman”. I think that this is probably true of a number of Dylan’s love songs but
whether it is ‘mostly’ the case I am not so sure. Traditionally, love songs are more
often songs of love lost or unrequited. There are many examples in the Dylan
songbook: ‘I Threw It All Away’, ‘She’s Your Lover Now’, ‘You’re A Big Girl
Now’, ‘I Don’t Believe You’ and ‘You’re Gonna Make Me Lonesome When You Go’
are among them. And there is ‘If You See Her Say Hello’ which, with the line “she
left here last early spring” oddly echoes ‘Boots Of Spanish Leather’. Again the
narrator – heterodiegetic or otherwise – has been rejected.
There are other songs such as ‘The Man In Me’ and ‘On A Night Like This’ which
seem to be simple affirmations of love. I don’t want to quibble with Patrick’s thesis, I
simply want to demonstrate that there is a wide range of love songs out there, before
FOL creates its own urban myth.
I do agree that “the most significant genre of Dylan’s work is the love song”. In
discussing ‘Another Side of Bob Dylan’ in his great book, Michael Gray wrote: “the
love songs Dylan offered on this album were more true and more real – and ultimately
more radical – than protest songs” – something that can be said of many of Dylan’s
love songs.
But I’m troubled and I don’t quite know why by Patrick’s assertion that “women are
the cause of masculine wandering”, though it would go some way to explaining
Dylan’s occasionally observable misogyny. I will be interested to see what direction
this argument takes, I hope. I wonder if it is women that are the cause or simply that
they offer a mirror to the male gaze which reflects man’s guilt, inconstancy and
feelings of inferiority – and that man would rather walk down the road than face that
mirror? I only ask the question.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Last month a couple of Freewheelers were speculating on the effect upon the way we
write (or the contents of our writing) which may have been brought about by the
change from a magazine to a web-site. At the risk of sounding utterly self-absorbed, I
have to admit that I have been changed by the change. Not because I no longer know
who those readers are – I never did know (how could I?) – but because a web-site is
so intangible it doesn’t seem real to me. It is probably rendered more insubstantial for
me by the fact that I have no access to the internet, so it doesn’t exist at all in my
mind. In consequence it certainly doesn’t hold the same appeal as having my writing
reproduced in a nice glossy magazine which I could file on my Dylan shelves. The
result is that I effectively find myself in the situation older Freewheelers began from: I
think of it in terms of just writing to the other 12 of you and responding to your
articles. I no longer have the same urge to come up with something worth keeping.
I’m sorry if that sounds awful. I am happy to keep doing this stuff though.
Like Van said: “I’m not a nice guy, I never said I was”.
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IS THERE ANYBODY OUT THERE?
Just thought I’d make a few comments on a couple of the pieces in last month’s issue.
Firstly Paula asks who we feel our AUDIENCE IS NOWADAYS WHEN WE WRITE FOR
Freewheelin’. Well I haven’t seen Freewheelin’ On-Line so I no longer get the feeling I’m
writing for a larger audience as I did when Freewheelin’ Quarterly was published as a
“proper” magazine. There was something about seeing your work in print in a magazine that
you could hold that really emphasized that it was getting read by several hundred people that
I didn’t know and who didn’t know me. The sight of people carrying the magazine around at
the Cambridge Dylan evenings or at one of the Conventions made me realise that people
were actually going to take my ramblings seriously and sit them on their bookshelf., forever
preserved in ink and paper, to perhaps be read again in years or decades to come, long after
they should have been forgotten.
Nowadays, anything I write, even this, will float around in an electronic ether, there to be
studied by a potential audience of thousands. Yet I do not get the same sense of audience.
Perhaps it’s because I will no longer see anyone carrying my words around with them, but I
find that I’ve gone back to the old days of writing for me, and an audience of twelve.
Perhaps, once I get computerised myself, I will feel differently. We shall see.
Similarly, I did not get the feeling that Dylan was “revelling in the warmth and
appreciation of his current audiences.” At Birmingham and I was close enough to see his
face. I felt that he was less engaged with us than at the same venue in 2000. Though much of
that may have been due to his obvious tiredness. I’m not really sure what he thinks of his
audiences any more, those in the first few rows at least. Obviously he needs us to keep him
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on the road but I do wonder if he’d prefer us all to sit at the back and pretend we can’t
recognize the songs. And certainly not want to relive the show via a CD a few days later.
Speaking of which, Robert, you should certainly not consider yourself to be odd because
you have no urge to collect hundreds of Bob Dylan shows that you will listen to once – if
that – and then stick on a shelf forever more. Since 1999, I’ve probably collected more shows
than since the heady days of 1984, primarily due to the ease of getting them on disc, and I do
make a point of playing each one once. However, how many have I felt the need to listen to
again? At a rough guess 2 or 3 at most. They’re taking up a lot of valuable shelf space yet I
cannot bear to part with them, even though I do not want to hear them again. Now, that is
odd.
Robert is also correct that Michael Gray’s Daily Telegraph piece annoyed a lot of fans but,
as he said, Gray – and all of us – has to call it as he sees it. Gray is no mere hack with a mere
smattering of Dylan knowledge and if he witnesses a gig that disappoints or depresses him
then, whether we agree or not, it’s his right to express it, whether it be for a daily national or
a Dylan fanzine. As a cartoonist who is not always (for that, read “never”) kind to Bob, I
know just how much of the “if you’re a fan, you must never be unkind to Dylan” mentality
still exists and Gray was on a hiding to nothing if he though his article was going to get a fair
hearing. There are still those who think that what Dylan flushes down his toilet bowl is
steeped in genius but – by God – I do my best to avoid ‘em nowadays I I met one at a
Cambridge evening a year or so ago and he scared me shitless); they are the oddest of the
odd.
We each get out of Dylan exactly what we want, I guess, and, as I have been told on
several occasions, “it’s better than mugging old ladies”. Which is true, even if it’s less
lucrative.
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STILL IS STILL MOVING TO ME
BY NEIL WATSON
At this stage of my life I find myself craving change. It’s a restless hungry feeling..
I guess It is all too familiar these days, like the next Bob Dylan concert? I didn’t greet
the latest Dylan UK shows with the enthusiasm that would to
be expected of me. I fancied the idea of another jaunt to Cardiff. I’d made
it to the last two shows at this venue and very good concerts they were too.
In the end, I didn’t make it there in 2002. I was still moving though and
ended up at the NEC which was to be the only UK show I did see. I would
probably have preferred to have been at virtually any of the other shows
instead. Never did like the NEC arena.
Anyway, the night arrives, Dylan is on stage.. and immediately messes up
the opening lines to “Maggies Farm”. A muddled few seconds and composure is
restored. Bob does seem a little distant and vacant to the stage he is
performing on. Is it Dylan, or is it me? Next up a good performance of
“You’re A Big Girl Now”. It’s always good to hear any song from ‘Blood On
The Tracks’ live and this is no exception. Bob could perform the entire
album plus the out-takes in a one off concert special for me. Some concept
hey? Still moving, but in a new direction. That something new and different
that we crave for. That change.
What a joy it was to hear Bob perform ‘Tomorrow Is A Long Time’ at this
show. Really nice. It’s a long time since 1963. It’s a long time since the
‘young poets’ and the Beat Generation.
This NEC show was okay you know, but I still found myself wanting something
else. Something I didn’t know. That something to knock me ‘offa my feet’
The excitement of days gone by have gone by! I just don’t get that buzz
like in the early days of Dylan concert going.
This show was a little different of course as it gave me my first
opportunity to hear some of the songs from ‘Love And Theft’. On the whole
they seemed to work well enough live. The band seemed to have them mastered
and there was some nice interplaying. The best of these for me was ‘Cry A
While’ closely followed by ‘Honest With Me’.
But what was it you wanted? Tell me again so I know. Was it ‘Abandoned
Love’? ‘I’ll Keep It With Mine’?, ‘Wallflower’?
I want to hear Dylan sing ‘I’m Not There’ so that you can understand it!?
When you think of that song. Oh, that voice.
Alas we didn’t get any of this. What we did get was Dylan cocking up the
opening line to ‘Like A Rolling Stone’. Probably only his most famous song.
All the superlatives have been said of Dylan. Possibly what we need in the
near future is for Bob to do a joint tour with some of his contempories. He
did a joint headliner with Van Morrison at the NEC a while back. Why not
with more artists of this calibre? A Wilburys tour never happened, but what
about with Neil Young, or Tom Petty. Even better, Willie Nelson and Ry
Cooder. That I would love to see. Throw in a few incredible duets with
Leonard Cohen and there is really nothing else you could desire. Simply
nothing!
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R. Stokes
Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 12. Are You Ready?
So, my journey along the high roads and low roads of interpretation regarding what
has been lauded as Dylan’s ‘most perfect composition’ and ‘the best song lyric ever
written’ ends in the place that I started out from, namely Freewheelin'. It was a
journey that began over a year ago in Freewheelin’ number 189 (May 2001) and along
the way I have sat beside the babbling brooks of the biographers Scaduto, Shelton and
Spitz; I have been shown the view from the mountaintop by Clinton Heylin; I have
stumbled at the misdirected road signs and the utter pomposity of Michael Gray (and,
in that respect I know whereof I speak); I have touched the beauty expressed by Alain
Blondot; I have visited the paranthesised world of Paul Williams; I have spent some
time on the internet with Karen Fuller; I have taken subway trains with David
Pichaske and Wilfred Millers; I have strayed into the hallowed halls of learned
debauchery to meet Aidan Day; I have stood like a ghost at the back of the
Manchester Free Trade Hall with C.P. Lee; I have reopened issue number 9 of The
Telegraph with John Bauldie and Nigel Hinton; I have got burnt by the intensity of
Stephen Scobies brainwaves; I have tried to catch a nightingale with John Gibbens; I
have come across many high places of darkness and light with a collection of other
travellers and I have even dueted with Bob Dylan and The Soggy Bottom Boys. A
journey, according to my automatic word count, of (to date) some 33,950 words.
Words all about just one song.
But here is the thing: the words that I have found most pertinent to my own
interpretation of the song are to be found in articles that have appeared first here in
Freewheelin’. In fact in Freewheelin’ numbers 180 (August 200) and in 199 (March
2002). The first article was written by Patrick Webster under the title ‘Blonde on
Blonde & its Hetereosexual Assumptions – An Open and Shut Case’ and the second
by Russell Blatcher under the title ‘Visions of Johanna. Through Pain to Salvation’.
Both articles contain perspectives that I have not found in any other studies of the
song and both articles have links to some of my own thoughts on the song. Links that
are as secure as the newly restructured Millennium Bridge that runs over the ancient
River Thames from St. Paul’s to the Tate Modern on Bankside. I trod that bridge
recently and there was no sign whatsoever of a wobble!
The article that I want to mention first here is Russell Blatcher’s mind sweeping opus
which was his second article for Freewheelin’. I consider that the subtitle to Russell’s
article i.e. ‘Through Pain to Salvation’ disclosed a particular insight to the song and
indeed those two ingredients of humanity i.e. ‘pain’ and ‘salvation’ will be important
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features in my interpretation. There are in fact many cross-over images in Russell’s
view of the song when placed against the picture that I intend to paint and, although I
will not go into detail here to illustrate those images, (the article was quite recent and
should be fresh in our minds) I would like to draw attention to certain observations
put forward in the article.
In his introduction to the article Russell honestly declares that he does not wish to be
prescriptive in his analysis but he wishes simply to increase his understanding of the
song. What better way to do this than putting down in words, if even only for one’s
own personal order and clarity, your individual thoughts on any subject matter?
That’s exactly what Freewheelin’ has always been about to me: a place to offload my
head full of ideas which, if I kept them within, would surely drive me insane!
Russell then sets out his stall thus:
‘Visions of Johanna explores the various forms of salvation possible by transcending
the apparent limits of physical existence. These take several fairly well known forms:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pleasures of the flesh
The beauties of the natural world of art or music
Human love
Religious faith’

The article then goes on to consider the song, verse by verse, with these four forms of
salvation as the overriding key to understanding. Russell observes:
‘Johanna is neither a girl nor any kind of character in the narrative…..Verse by verse
the visions embody the possible forms of salvation. At the end only faith in some
other form of reality is left. Dylan concludes that without this life is unbearable.’
Using references to a grammatical code, in particular the use of personal pronouns,
Russell further explains his view that a prominent feature of the song is the use of
focus and he masterfully charts an overview of the personal pronouns adopted in the
lyrics. Although of further great interest to me, in the light of my proposed
interpretation, is the part of the article which provides an explanation of Dylan’s focus
on empty relationships and sex, Russells observations on ‘the night’ of the first
verse, and his conclusions, contain the most inspired and powerfully written views
that I have read on ‘Visions of Johanna’ in all my journeys with this song.
On ‘the night’:
'The night' is not just the night time; it also represents the night of death, which
follows the day of life. 'Deny it' and 'defy it' are linked, both by the half rhyme and by
their position at the end of the lines. Both refer back to 'the night' and hence to death.
We deny the existence of death, essentially by ignoring it as long as we can (Footnote
4, second part), even though we are all stranded in the reality which death
circumscribes. One way to defy death is through love, which is the 'handful of rain'
which Louise has falsely offered. This is sometimes seen as a drug metaphor, but
there is no justification for this in the text.’
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And Russell’s conclusion which, because of its vivid imagery that enhances the sheer
force of the argument, needs must be repeated in full here:
‘As the song concludes, the physical world is stripped away. 'This empty cage' is our
body, which imprisons us. So we must watch the gruesome spectacle of our own
putrefaction. 'Cape of the stage' is also a metaphor for the physical body, the part or
character we assume for life, and must abandon. I see the fiddler as a musician in a
funeral march in the streets of New Orleans. The phrase 'Ev'rything's been returned
which was owed' mirrors a line in the funeral oration: 'ashes to ashes, dust to dust',
meaning that in death we give up our physical bodies and return them to the earth.
'The fish truck that loads' then is the hearse, with fish again echoing the rotting motif.
The word 'conscience' is expanded to encompass consciousness. Those without the
‘visions’ must assume our consciousness 'explodes' into nothingness at the moment of
death. The seven lines linked by the persistent rhyme scheme mentioned above are
involved in the description of bodily and spiritual collapse. The vocal delivery is
accelerated throughout, until by the last he seems almost breathless (appropriately
enough).
In the closing couplet the funeral procession marches on in the rain, music still
playing. It is no accident that music should be involved in Bob Dylan's concept of
salvation. For all the stillness and sparseness of the instrumental arrangement of the
Blonde On Blonde recording, the closing bars always leave a sense of exultation. The
ability of artists like Dylan to construct such masterpieces and our ability to hear them
are a key feature of humanity’s salvation and ultimate triumph over death. The last
line then represents not despair, but triumph that we are capable of glimpsing those
transcendent realities.’

Russell concludes his study with footnotes relating to the name ‘Johanna’ and with
biographical information that are not only useful but are an illustration of the research
and thought endowed upon this powerful piece of writing.

The article I previously mentioned by Patrick Webster that appeared in
Freehwheelin’180 (August 200) under the title ‘Blonde on Blonde & its
Hetereosexual Assumptions – An Open and Shut Case’ widens my scope a little as it
relates to the entire ‘Blonde on Blonde’ album. In the context of Patrick’s findings
however the article does refer to ‘Visions of Johanna' and in any event Patrick’s views
are so original, and have such a bearing on my portrait of the song, that I find it
essential to refer to them in order to prepare my canvas.
Patrick begins his article by referring to the publication ‘Eyes Wide Open’ which was
Frederick Raphael’s memoir of the film director Stanley Kubrick and in particular the
authors involvement with Kubrick’s last film Eyes Wide Shut. In a clever link, Patrick
then moves on to the album ‘Blonde on Blonde' :

‘Blonde on Blonde consisted of fourteen songs, songs that I think it fair to say have
generally been interpreted as being, for the most part, a collection of love songs. Bob
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Dylan, or so his biographers and commentators consistently tell us, is a great writer of
love-songs. However, it seems to me that Blonde on Blonde can be more accurately
interpreted from a differing perspective, it seems to me that this collection, deliberate
in its ambiguity, purposeful in its ever-present subversive discourse, set out to
undermine the hetero-sexist hegemony it was operating within.
It was a record that began with a song dedicated to a specific number of women –
‘Rainy Day Women # 12 & 35’ and a record that ended with a song dedicated to one
specific woman –‘Sad-Eyed Lady of the Lowlands’, however, the authentic theme of
the record - or at least this is what I want to argue - was to be found outside the
discourse of heterosexual love.’
Thus, having laid the foundation of his views, Patrick moves on to enlarge the crux of
his argument which, basically, is that the majority of the songs on the album are
purposefully ambivalent, or ambiguous, concerning the matter of gender. Regarding
the song ‘Pledging My Time’ he says:
It is one of the many songs on Blonde on Blonde that is non-gender specific, we don’t
know the gender of anybody in the song. Anybody, that is, apart from the enigmatic
hobo, who is designated as male:
Well, the hobo jumped up,
He came down naturally.
After he stole my baby,
Then he wanted to steal me.
What, we might fairly ask, is going on here? A hobo jumps up and then, obeying
Newtonian physics (i.e.: the law of gravity), comes down again. He then steals the
narrator’s baby and then - in a typically Blonde on Blonde manoeuvre - ambivalent in
its gender discourse - attempts to steal the narrator too. The word steal - or stole in the
past tense of the song - seems to imply a sexual motive. What, we might fairly ask
again, is going on?
A further question is asked concerning the song ‘One of Us Must Know (Sooner or
Later)’ which, Patrick says:
‘………..is again non-gender specific. There is a ‘you’ and an ‘I’ in the song, that is
as much as we are ever told. It is part of hetero-sexist assumptions that construct
masculine and feminine characters. There is mention of a third party in the second
verse:
When you whispered in my ear
And asked me if I was leaving with you or her ...
However, the gender of the third party, the ‘her’, offers no concrete identification to
the gender of the ‘you’ and the ‘I’ elsewhere in the text. Once again this would seem
to me to have a purposeful ambivalence’.
Patrick then refers to the ‘gender ambiguity’ which he had found in the song ‘I Want
You’ before moving through further songs on the album to underscore his theme. On
the subject of ‘Visions of Johanna' he comments:
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‘It is a song that finally has a literal orgasmic climax, logically at the end of the song’s
final verse:
While my conscience explodes ...
However, it still appears to me to be a song with unconventional ‘straight’
connotations, the sexual discourse it portrays is far from straightforward’
Summarising his views and in an endeavour to reinforce his argument, Patrick
continues:
So what was Dylan really up to on Blonde on Blonde? The argument I want to put
forward encircles the idea that such a play on the subversion of gender stereotypical
roles was a quite deliberate intent on Dylan’s part. The title of the collection offers a
clue of a kind. Blonde on Blonde as a title has become so familiar as to almost exist as
a proper name in its own right, we just call it that without thinking very much further.
However, presumably there was an artistic textual intent in the title - although as far
as I know no one has ever come up with a meaningful response to it. It has been
pointed out that it is a mnemonic for Bob, which I don’t think gets us far at all. Patti
Smith, in a poem about Edie Sedgwick, suggested ‘Blonde on Blonde’ referred to
white on white, to the nothingness of the drug-taker’s blissful oblivion. However, I
am sure I am not alone in seeing a more literal depiction of the title, one that works to
neatly subvert our hetero-sexist assumptions. Blonde on Blonde, envisioned literally,
suggests a blonde on another blonde. One might be accused of adopting an overtly
exaggerated sexist approach, but such an image does encourage one to envisage some
kind of association with a ‘lesbian’ embrace. It seems to me that this may have been a
part of Dylan’s intent. One thing we do know about the title is that Dylan originally
called the record Blond on Blond, and then retitled it: Blonde on Blonde, and the
addition of those ‘e’s’ do suggest a purposeful feminisation of the title’.
The article then repeats some Dylan quotes…… ‘the first quotation is from an
unspecified date in 1966, Dylan on his private jet, in a deep mid-western night
somewhere over Nebraska, is discussing his attitude to love and sex with his part-time
Boswell, Robert Shelton:
Love and sex are things that really hang everybody up. When things aren¹t going right
and you’re really nobody if you don¹t get laid in one way or another, you get mean,
you know. You get cruel. Now, why in the world sex should force this is beyond me. I
truthfully can tell you that male and female are not here to have sex, you know, that¹s
not the purpose. I don’t believe that that’s God¹s will, that females have been created
so that they can be a counterpart of man’s urge. There are too many other things that
people just won¹t let themselves be involved in. Sex and love has nothing to do with
female and male. It is just whatever two souls happen to be. It could be male and
female, and it might not be male and female. It might be female and female or it might
be male and male. You can make fun of it and be snide, but that’s not really the
rightful thing.’
On the subject of quoting Dylan, Patrick warns:
‘It is sometimes perilous to attempt to link an artist’s work and his public statements’
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Before he provides another powerful conclusion to his article:
‘……..but I think the above quotations do help in illustrating one of the primary
discourses of Blonde on Blonde. I believe the majority of the songs on that collection
were quite deliberately subverting gender stereotypes. They were songs fully attentive
to the idea that gender was (and always has been) a social construct of whatever the
dominant discourse might be. They were songs aware of the significance of this fact,
songs that were able to go against the common-sense, taken for granted-ness we
inhabit. We live in a world where our identity is almost wholly ruled by our sense of
what gender we might be. The mistake here is to confuse sex with gender, the
possession of a penis or a clitoris need not signify masculine or feminine ways of
acting. It seems to me that a great deal of the trouble we find ourselves in, usually at
the behest of religious prohibitions, revolves around this. We might do well to recall
that nearly all the world’s great religions have always had more to do with preserving
patriarchal authority than with any supposed spiritual content. The fact that Bob
Dylan bought into this power structure at a certain point in his life is of some
interest……….., ‘

So, where does all this leave me? Picture this. A small sparsely furnished room above
a bordello in the Montmarte district of Paris; the weather is hot – nearly ninety
degrees; a naked model lays on an unmade bed in the corner of the room, waiting to
be painted and paid (remember Patrick’s observations on gender ambiguity? What
makes you think the ‘model’ is female?); a bohemian storm is brewing; an artist and a
writer sit at a table, contemplating the model, smoking, drinking cheap wine and
discussing just how they can encapsulate the images of truth, beauty, freedom and
love in one work of art. There is a knock at the door. Sven Goran Eriksson enters the
room with Freida, the brunette from Abba: they are both draped in the Swedish flag.
Sven hands in his resignation, trumpets sound and the bells of St. Catherine chime
Rule Brittania.
OK. I’m ready to go. Are you ready for this? The canvas is on the easel, brushes in
hand. But first I must roughly sketch the subject who will be the mainstay of my
interpretation. A real life person. Someone who was damned because the pleasures of
the flesh were forbidden to her; someone who was damned for her human love;
someone who was damned because of her religious faith; someone who was martyred
because of her many visions; someone who was martyred because of her sexuality
and, in particular, because she was ambiguous of her gender; and someone who, on
the 24th May 1431, at a cemetery of the abbey church of Saint-Ouen near Rouen in
France signed her name:
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